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Abstract— Security is an important challenges in monitoring and controlling environment through Internet of Things (IoT). 

All things like devices, resources, money, even all home appliance microwave oven, tooth brush are interconnected to the 

internet. All the collected information stored in the central cloud server. The major problem of a centralized system is that it 

works as a single point of failure.  Due to single point of failure, centralized storage is converted in to decentralized storage. 

So the security is an important issue for secure the user private information and all connected devices. Blockchain means a 

distributed ledger it work like a public ledger (Banking), it is used to provide security and privacy for IoT applications.  Main 

advantage of blockchain is used to overcome threats. Multiple application use cases of blockchain starting from financial 

sector, supply chain management, government aspects and IoT applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Internet of Things (IoT) 

Collection of the devices are interconnected to the internet, which have the low resource constraints. Due to the large scale and 

nature of distributed IoT network. So the devices are major challenges heterogeneous devices, heterogeneous traffic, and energy 

constraint. Now IoT technology applied in variety of the interesting area like soil monitoring, natural disaster, air quality 

monitoring supply chain management, industry. Many interesting area of the IoT application are smart home, smart city, smart 

grid, smart parking, and smart health care. IoT contain sensor and actuator, it perform computation, communication function. 

That function are broadcast through centralized network. Sensors are used to control and monitoring the elements. 

 Vulnerability of IoT devices is DDOS attack, data theft, hacking and remote hijacking. Attacker and hackers hack the 

private data and misuse the private data. [4]All IoT devices is connected to the central cloud storage is breached, each and every 

one in that server is affected by single point of failure. In this paper we discuss about the blockchain use cases to tolerate the 

security issues and privacy issues of IoT applications like health care. 

B. IoT Architecture 

Number of author proposed IoT architecture, here we describe the architecture of IoT applications. It contain three important 

layers like end device layer, Edge device layer, sensor and backend layer [2]. 

1) End Device Layer 

In IoT application architecture, end device layer is the resource constraint layer. End device layer consist of low power 

embedded platform, sensor, actuator, power source and wireless communication technology. IETF define IoT devices are called 

class 0 devices. IoT platform all development of hard to read environment and challenging. When using IoT device, all devices 

are running on longer on low battery power. End devices are low memory capacity. Low power embedded IoT platform is 

similar to hub, it act as a hub between the sensor and wireless network. 

 
Fig. 1: IoT Architecture 
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2) Edge Device Layer 

Responsibility of edge device layer, which collect sensor data from end device. Edge device layer comprises of a network 

gateway, communication technology, real time analytics, which responsibility is for supporting outbound and inbound 

connection with IoT sensors devices. Device at edge device layer having more number of computation and storage capability 

than end device layer. 

3) Sensor and Backend Layer 

Backend layer contain server and cloud, it is responsible for visualization and storage function. End users are able to 

communicate with this layer for control their infrastructure and monitoring. Components of this layers are mobile application, 

dashboard, cloud server, databases, and communication technology. This layer to perform the demand of end users. Device are 

have maximum storage capacity and processing compare to all other device. 

C. Blockchain Technology 

In 2008 Bitcoin concept is proposed by Satoshis Nakamoto. Interesting article published by Nakamato, it explain the electronic 

transaction and maintain the transaction. Blockchain based on the hash and tamper proof concept. Once the record is stored in 

the blockchain network it cannot be erased or modified by attacker or hackers. In blockchain support the verification of single 

transaction is done [1]. If the blockchain contain number of user. If transaction is made by one user it verify and validate by all 

other users. If Alice have 50 bitcoin in their account. Alice start the transaction, she send the 30 bitcoin to Bob. Then Alice start 

another transaction, she send 30 bitcoin to Charle. This interesting problem is known as Double Spending. Alice balance is 20 

bitcoin.This transaction in no possible by Alice. Blockchain technology avoid the double spending problem. 

 
Fig. 2: Blockchain Network 

 

 Blockchain is a public ledger it contain a sequence of blocks, which have a list of all transaction record. In hash block 

contain the block header and also has one parent block in the block. Hash value stored in the ethereum block. In blockchain 

network the first block is known as genesis block, it has no block of parents [8]. 

1) Block 

A block contain block header then followed by block body. Block header consist of root hash, block version, Merkle tree , 

Timestamp, nBits, Nonce, Parent block hash. Block body consist of transaction and transaction counter [3]. 

 
Fig. 2: Block Structure 
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2) Digital Signature                                      

In Blockchain network each user have two private key and public key. Private Key is used to sign the transaction, that key is 

kept confident by the user. Signed transaction is transfer by all the user in the network to the blockchain network. This is called 

digital signature. [8]These digital signature contain two phases signing phases and verification phases. In signing phase user A 

encrypt the transaction using her private key, send to the user B and broadcast her public key to the network. User B decrypt 

the transaction using A’s public key. Elliptic Curve Digital Signature algorithm is used in blockchain network. 

II. SECURITY AND PRIVACY ISSUES IN IOT APPLICATIONS 

A. Common Security Issues  

In this section we describe the security vulnerability in IoT applications. It ensures the security and privacy for an IoT devices. 

1) Physical Security  

Physical security is also called infrastructure security. It is used to protect the information based on home appliance like physical 

devices. And also protect the data that means home needed information is protected from threats. 

2) Premises Threats  

Premises threats is also known as corporate and facility security. It is used to protect the people and their property within an 

entire data. Premises security is an access control and fire detection, environment protection etc. Some of threats categorized 

in physical security threats. It give the information to the organization administrator, have the responsibility to measure threats. 

3) Environment Threats 

Natural disasters are the sources of environment threats. It is possible to assess the risk of various type of natural disaster and 

take suitable precaution. IoT is based on environment condition like temperature, weather that can interrupt or damage the 

service of information system. It may cause severe damage to the public infrastructure, and in the case of severe damage, it may 

take days, week, even years to recover from the severe damage. 

1) In appropriate temperature and humidity. 

2) Fire and smoke 

3) Water Damage 

4) Chemical, Radiological and Biological Hazards 

5) Dust 

6) Infestation 

1) In appropriate temperature and humidity  

Computer and related device are operating in certain range of temperature. It is designed to work 10 and 32 degree 

Celsius. Out of this range computer and internal parts were damage and also produce the undesirable results. Computer 

cannot support adequately cool itself, and internal computer parts damage. If the temperature too cold, causing circuit 

boards or integrated circuit to crack. High humidity also causes threats to electrical and electronic equipment. Long 

term use of high humidity can results in corrosion. Condensation can threaten magnetic and optical storage media. 

Condensation can also cause short circuit and can damage the circuit board. Minimum humidity can be a concern. 

Under the condition of minimum humidity, material shape may be changed and performance also affected. A person 

charged statically can damage electronic equipment by an electric discharge. 

2) Fire and smoke:  

Most important physical threats are fire. It is cause the human life and property. It is comes from heat, release of toxic 

gas, water damage from fire suppression and smoke damage. Fires can disrupt electricity. Smoke damage be extensive, 

it is related to fire. It is collects from unsealed magnetic disks, optical disks and tape drives. Electrical fire can produce 

poisonous or carcinogenic. There are several number of preventive and mitigate measure to support. A uncontrolled 

fire threat is forest fire. It is occur in number of country 

3) Water Damage:  

Streaming water and other stored water to computer equipment cause a threats. The important danger is an electrical 

shorts, which is occur in water bridges between a circuit board trace carrying voltage and trace carrying ground. 

Streaming water such as in plumbing, rain, snow, and ice also cause threats.  A pipe may affect from a problem in the 

line pr from freezing. Sprinkle system, despite their security flum are a major threat to computer equipment and paper 

and electronic storage media. 

4) Chemical, Radiological and Biological Hazards 

It causes a threat both from intentional attack and from accidental. The primary risk of Chemical, Radiological, and 

Biological hazards is to personnel. This agent can damage electronic equipment. Flooding can also introduce the 

biological hazards and chemical hazards. Threats can be introduce through the ventilation system or open window and 

in the case of radiation through perimeter walls. 

5) Dust 

A more important source of influx come from dust surges. The origins of dust from the nearby building constructions 

and maintenance work building, road, bridges. Dust from fire accident and forest fire. Moving part equipment such as 

rotating storage media and computer fans are cause to damage from dust. Dust can also block ventilation and reduce 

the cooling.  

6) Infestation:   
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One of the low physical equipment threats is known as infestation. It is cause living organism, contain rodents, insect 

and meld increase the humidity condition can provide to increase the growth of mold and mildew, which can be affect 

the equipment and people also. Insect that attacks the wood and papers. It is a important threat of IoT devices. 

7) Technical Threats  

Technical threats are two categories, namely electrical power, electromagnetic emission. 

8) Electrical Power is very important to the information of systems operation, All the Electronic and electric equipment 

or device requires power. Power utility problem have three categories 

1) Under voltage 

2) Overvoltage 

3) Noise 

1) Under voltage Mean receive the less voltage than the required voltage for perform the operation. Most 

sensors and computer               

Devices are designed to overcome the under voltage problem. Below 15% without shutting down and 

without operational error. In low voltage, Service is interrupted and no damage is done. 

2) Overvoltage is very serious problem. This occurs due to internal wiring fault or lightning. It can destroy 

silicon based components, processor memory.  

3) Noise occur in the power lines can also be a conduct. It is affect the signal strength and audio. It can 

cause the filtering electric circuitry of the electric power line supply and interfere with signal inside 

electronic device, causing logical errors. 

4) Electromagnetic emission 

Electromagnetic interference source from noise with a power supply chain of line. Fans, motors, heavy equipment and computer 

generate noise of electrical which cause problem with the sensor used by person. The noise may be transfer with the help of air 

as well as nearby electric power supply line. 

5) Human Cause Threats  

Human cause physical threats are more difficult compare to the environment threats and technical threats. These threats are 

predictable than other type of physical threats. 

These threats contain four categories 

1) Unauthorized physical access 

2) Theft 

3) Vandalism 

4) Misuse 

1) Unauthorized physical access Unauthorized equipment access may lead to some important threats, such as theft, 

misuse, or vandalism. Authorized persons only access the server, mainframe, network equipment, storage network 

[6]. 

2) 2. Theft contains theft of equipment and theft of information by redundancy. It have two category, namely 

wiretapping, eavesdropping. 

3) 3. Vandalism means reconstruction of data and reconstruction or change of equipment. 

4) 4. Misuse the authorized user or persons misuse the resource. Person not authorized to use the resource at all. 

B. Privacy issues of IoT application 

In IoT application security and privacy is challenging due to lack of standardization, heterogeneous device, heterogeneous 

traffic, low resource capacity and large immense scale. IoT device are able to collect and transfer large amount of information 

from our personal location, due to increase privacy for opening to all because which is centralization. [1] Author proposed 

different type of privacy zone for protect user’s privacy. In smart home application each zone contain associated context base 

policy checking method, which is used to checked protect user data from unauthorized data sharing by home security hub prior, 

but  the author not consider the smart IoT devices directly bypass the hub. [5] Author using safe or aggregated, which the user 

transfer small data to the service provider. In proposed method add some noise to the data to ensure user privacy. This method 

is used for some of the IoT application improve user privacy. But in smart home it may lead to in accurate services. 

[1]Author discuss three important challenges in IoT 

 Resource optimization IoT device are resource constraint device, which is not suited for many of complex privacy and 

security methods. 

 Privacy When receiving user’s private information, protect the user privacy 

Centralization Due to single point of failure, centralization technology is not suitable for IoT devices. In centralization network 

some of the problem occur like scalability, many to one traffic. 

 In IoT application like smart home attacker are able to discard transaction, sniff communication, block, delete or 

change data in storage, user transaction is link to each other and create false transaction, sign false transaction. But attacker 

impossible to break encryption. 

1) Important threat in IoT application 

1) Authentication and access control threats Attacker act as an authorized person in order to access data. 

2) Anonymity threats is find the real identity of legitimate user by using and checking the anonymous transaction and 

other available policy information. 

3) Accessibility threats is able to present the authorized user for access to her privacy private data or service [7]. 
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4) Denial of service attack means attacker continuously send number of transaction to the target node, then attacker break 

the availability. 

III. SMART HEALTH CARE USECASE 

In human health is a primary elements for each and every person life. Health is used for human to feel good and act effectively 

and perceive. [10]Health care system, device that monitor the patient state and measure the state of and give the information to 

the doctor through internet can solve the major problem. It is used to solve the patient health problem, protect the patient health 

and save the doctor time. In smart Health Care system use wearable device, all the data is directly recorded so Doctor still need 

to examine the patient. Doctor check the patient, he want to write all measured data. Sometime Doctor forgot to write measured 

data and write something wrong. If doctor check the patient body condition or Doctor found some problem in patient health 

then Doctor verify all patient health history. These wearable device is used to continuously monitor the condition and the device 

is connected to the internet. If the patient is very serious Doctor save the patient and save valuable time and refer the measured 

data from these device. Connected device continuously monitor the patient health 24/7 hours and provide valuable data to the 

Doctor. The use of Blockchain technology, immutability is used to patient valuable data is not change by the third party and 

preserve the complete history of patient. IoT devices collect huge amount of data and automatically saved in patient Electronic 

Health Record. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Nowaday Internet of Things is very hot and interesting technology. Many of the industry used IoT technology for finance, 

supply chain management. All things are connected to common platform, information face major security issues and privacy 

issues. Many of the authors describe the security issues and privacy issues. In this research paper we discuss the survey of 

security issues and privacy issues in application of IoT using blockchain. Blochchain technology is a distributed platform is 

support crypto currency concept, it is give secure transaction [9]. Now many of the industry incorporate blockchain technology 

with IoT application. This survey paper is useful for researcher to give new direction of blockchain technology. Smart healthcare 

IoT application is give some idea about how blochchain is used in smart IoT applications.  
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